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Welcome to the Drallim Group
The Drallim Group is an innovative British engineering company. With
experience in providing comprehensive turnkey assembly & test solutions
covering electronic, electromechanical, engineering and mechanical products
we offer our customers a total contract manufacturing service. We are a leading
innovator in design and manufacturing solutions, providing engineering skills,
manufactured equipment & custom‐built systems.

Many of the assemblies produced require wire and cable interconnection
between boards and sub‐assemblies. This can be via cable forms or point to
point wiring. As part of our electro‐mechanical assembly service we are often
called on to produce products that require critical cable routing. We also
undertake electrical wiring of switch and instrument panels plus sophisticated
control cabinets. We have highly trained engineering and assembly teams to
assist with design and the assembly and support for all your cable and loom
requirements.

“Taking pride in
overseeing the
entire
manufacturing
process”

Company Profile
Established in 1958, Drallim Industries is one of the UK´s leading award
winning sub‐contract manufacturers, providing a wide range of manufacturing
services including design, prototyping and manufacturing.

Drallim has three specialist divisions – Industrial, Aerospace & Utilities

Aerospace
Our history in Aerospace goes back over 50 years, serving military and civil
aviation. This has been expanded in recent years, by requirement and
acquisition to include a wide range of cargo handling equipment, restraints,
cables and control rods, component and assembly manufacture.
Industrial
The Industrial Division was born out of the innovative Rotary Selector Valve.
Originally launched in 1957, the ground breaking device still remains in demand
today. Complemented over the years by a diverse range of products including
electrical, pneumatic & hydraulic control panels, mechanical cables and control
rods, specialist test equipment and a general electro‐mechanical/mechatronic
contract design manufacture and test service.
Utilities
The Utilities Division designs, manufactures and installs a wide variety of
remote monitoring systems to the power and telecommunications
industries. We have considerable expertise in providing an extensive range
of field based monitoring and diagnostic condition monitoring equipment
for cable network and power transformer operators.

We recognise the importance of quality and are committed towards
maintaining our Quality Management System to the latest edition of
AS9100 incorporating BS EN ISO 9001 along with our Health and Safety
OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 Environmental certification.

Our sub‐contract expertise has been utilised across all our divisions and
many industries which include Military, Rail, Marine, Petrochemical and
Nuclear.

“Multi Award
Winning
Contract
Manufacturer”

Cable Assemblies

As a specialist UK based cable
assembly manufacturer with
over 40 years' manufacturing
experience, we are well‐
established as a reliable
supplier of the highest quality
cable assemblies and are able
to produce a vast range of cable
assemblies.

“Ensuring a
Reliable
Connection Every
Time”

We are experienced with
handling most cable and
connector types, and have
specialist equipment for
coax, ribbon and flat cable
among others.

We have worked within a wide range of industries, including Military,
Aerospace, Rail, Telecommunications and high end industrial applications.
We can produce cable assemblies for almost any application from simple
designs to complex bespoke forms. We can also provide wire stripping,
marking, tinning and termination to meet your individual requirements.
Our high quality manufacturing and testing programme ensures you can
trust us to provide a reliable final product.
Drallim are able to provide a complete service from design, prototyping
through to full production.

Wiring Harness & Looms
Drallim has manufacturing experience that enables us to manufacture a diverse
range of large multi‐connector harnesses and looms, which are carefully
assembled and laid out onto custom pin boards to ensure a perfect fit every
time.
Our flexible approach means we can supply quantities ranging from one‐off
prototypes, through to small and large run volumes.
Our unique blend of experience in mechanical and electronic engineering
means we can give practical advice for design and development.
Due to our wide‐ranging electrical/electronic cabling experience combined with
strong supply chain management, we make an ideal manufacturing partner.

Box & Panel Build

Drallim provides its clients with a full electrical and mechanical box and panel
build assembly service. We have extensive experience in manufacturing boxes,
cabinets, control panels, racks, and enclosures.
Our services are highly adaptable to meet the demands of the individual
customer and can be built to your exact specifications.
Our engineering team can provide support for all box & panel builds, build‐to‐
print, and bespoke solutions. We will collaborate from the early stages of
development, provide prototyping, and ensure quality throughout the process
from concept to delivery.
Drallim are dedicated to quality assurance and process improvement and follow
an in‐depth programme of continuous improvement to ensure our customers
get the best quality and service they expect from a contract manufacturer.

Box & Panel Build

“We can build,
integrate and wire a
multitude of cabinet
sizes, from small
control cabinets to full
height 19" racks”

Our expertise has been
utilised
across
many
industries
including
Aerospace, Defence, Energy,
Marine, Rail and general
industrial markets.

